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Since our last Senate meeting SCAP met once on April 8, 2008. At that meeting we voted to reinstate Bachelor of Music in Composition.

There is one last SCAP meeting scheduled this semester, on April 22. At that meeting we will take on the issue of representation at SCAP to possibly make a recommendation to the Handbook Revision Committee and the University Senate. There is currently a motion on the table to accept the “Raabe proposal”. In summary the Raabe proposal considers 10 faculty representatives as follows: three from HuNS, two from CSS, one from CBA, one from CMFA, one from Law, one from the Library, and one from the Senate. There is an alternate proposal, the “Horne proposal” which accounts also for 10 faculty representatives as follows: one from HuNS, one from CSS, one from CBA, one from CMFA, one from Law, one from the Library, one from the Senate, and one additional faculty member from each of the three colleges that have the largest number of full time faculty. The complete proposals are posted at http://www.loyno.edu/provost/scap/scapreports12042007.htm. Feedback would be appreciated.